
Universal travel adapter
SKU: TEADAPT2USBTCPD20UNI

Recharge your accessories anywhere in the world

Perfect for all your trips abroad

The universal adapter allows you to charge your smartphone, tablet, e-reader , console, camera or earbuds anywhere in
the world. Use the handy levers to pull out the right plug for the country you're visiting: you can choose from European, British,
Australianor American plugs. These 4 plugs are suitable for many countries around the world , making the universal adapter
an indispensable accessory for every destination. 

At the top you can connect a UK, EU, AUS or US plug

If you have a charger or power supply you can connect it directly to the adapter. At the top, you will find holes suitable for an
English, European, Australian or American plug . This port allows you to use more power to charge, for example, a laptop.

Charges up to 4 devices simultaneously

It is equipped with 2 x 18 watt USB-A ports for fast, safe charging thanks to  Adaptive Fast Charge (AFC)  technology, which
adapts the power output according to the power requirements of the device being charged. Next to the levers, you'll find a 20
Watt USB-C port with Power Delivery (PD) technology for ultra-fast charging without overheating or short circuiting. This
allows you to connect all your compatible cables. With USB sockets and a dedicated wall plug port, you can charge up to 4 devices
at the same time!

Compact and easy to store

The universal adapter fits easilyin a backpack or handbag due to its compact size: take it wherever you go.



Key features:

4 pop-up plugs that can be pulled out using the levers: European (EU), Australian (AUS), British (UK) and American (US)
sockets
dedicated slots for connecting a wall charger or power supply unit with EU, AUS, UK or US plug
2 x 18 watt USB-A ports with Adaptive Fast Charge (AFC) technology for fast, safe charging
1 x 20 Watt USB-C port with Power Delivery (PD) technology for ultra-speedy, safe charging
can charge up to 4 devices simultaneously
maximum connectable power: 1840 watts
Built-in LED to show status
compact



Universal travel adapter
SKU: TEADAPT2USBTCPD20UNI

Technical data
Plug type: UK / EU / USA / AUST  
Suited for: Universal  
Connector 1: 2xUSB-A  
Connector 2: USB-C  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417467301  
SKU: TEADAPT2USBTCPD20UNI  
Weight: 100 g                        

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 60 mm  
Width Pack: 70 mm  
Depth Inner: 190 mm  
Height Pack: 180 mm  
Weight Pack: 215 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 390 mm  
Height Inner: 200 mm  
Weight Inner: 1345 g  
Width Master: 350 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 410 mm  
Weight Master: 11645 g    
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